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FP7 and Asia: building research bridges for a sustainable future

A public discussion on the upcoming Seventh Framework Programme call for proposals
was held on Tuesday, with participation of several members of the Industry, Energy and
Research Committee. Debate raised the issues such as more internationalization in
research and development, and the drawbacks of the current system. Participants from
European and Asian companies as well as research institutes shared their views and
discussed possible solutions to the existing structural problems.

The European Union needs to improve its capacity and join the science globalisation trend. The
panellists agreed that Europe is lagging behind the trend, especially in the field of intellectual
property rights protection, although it remains a region spurring scientific development.

The Commission believes that further work needs to be done to connect Europe and Asia to
facilitate harmonious transfers of research and development knowledge. Only by cooperating will
the EU be able to meet its Millennium Development Goals and the World tackle climate change.
As Reinhard Bütikofer (Greens/EFA, DE) reiterated "we should not be complacent and turn more
attention to collaboration with Asia on research and developement."

Simplifying the bureaucracy

The panellists and participants agreed that the process for submission of calls is the biggest
drawback as it is still too complex. One proposed solution was to simplify the first phase so as to
minimize front-end resources. Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE, DE) stated that they "tackled this
issue, but didn't succeed. We have to succeed in this with FP8". The most difficult problem to
resolve will be the cultural differences, as a percentage success ratio that is sufficient in Europe,
may be seen negatively in Asian cultures.

Brain Drain a non-issue

A question raised during the discussion was the possible negative effect of building bridges and
raising the risk of European brain drain. This notion was squarely denied by the Chair, as a new
vision for Europe is necessary. Mr Bütikofer explained: "I see this concept itself a distraction, as in
my opinion, it should be seen as sharing the best brains."

The goal is to create opportunities for prosperity to flourish and improve the quality of life.
Summed up by Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D, LT), "technical development was a key player for
growth in the recession. The problems will not be beaten by one member state or the EU alone;
we need global solutions for companies, markets, and consumers".

In the chair: Reinhard BÜTIKOFER (Greens/EFA, DE)
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